 TO CELEBRATE, TO SUPPORT
AND TO CONNECT THE MULTICULTURAL COMUNITIES OF
MANAWATU
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President’s Message
Namaste & Ethnic Greetings Everyone!
“Two roads diverged in the woods, and I - I took the one less traveled
by, and that has made all the difference” - Robert Frost

PN Community Services
Council

Welcome back to our Ethnigram once again.
April has been a rather quiet month for me work-wise but a
highly active one privately, as I took two weeks off to spend
some lovely time, visiting and catching up with friends and relatives in Fiji and Sydney while attending weddings, family gatherings and a 50th birthday. It was well worth the break.

United Way

Lottery Grant

From Anne Odogwu

From the nice warm temperatures, as we move into the cooler
months onwards into the freezing temperatures, I hope you are
all gearing up to protect yourself and your families from the
inevitable cold wintery conditions and the flu virus that usually
1-2 accompanies winter.
Talking about flu reminds me to alert you that this may be a
good time for you to consider taking the flu injections to protect
2
yourselves from getting too sick, if you unfortunately do catch
3-4 the flu virus. The benefit of hot and nutritious soups and drinks
will definitely help you keep warm, happy healthy and protected. It goes without saying that healthy eating and keeping your
5
nutritional intake high will save you from getting many a sickness.
6

Scandinavian Society,

7

COGS

INSIDE THIS ISSUE
The President’s message
Update- World on
Stage 2014
Parliament Visit 2014
Women’s Group

Upcoming Events

The Multicultural Centre continues to play actively its positive
role in supporting, educating and connecting as well as working
for the benefit of all migrants and ethnic communities through
its many programmes on a regular basis.

Meet Nimul— Volunteer at the Centre

8

Thanks to our funders, volunteers and well wishers for their
continued assistance and support to make this happen.

A soup recipe and information on flu shot

9

programmes and
events at MMC

10

I would like to encourage more community groups to join the
MMC, remain in contact with us and take advantage of the
many programmes and activities taking place throughout the
year.
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On Wednesday 7th of May we took our 5th trip of newcomers to the Parliament
House in Wellington. It’s really impressing to note the never- ending interest in this
highly successful activity of our Council and I am so pleased that we have been
providing this unique opportunity to our newcomers and ethnic communities.
Thanks to the office of our local Labour MP Iain Lees Galloway for arranging this
event for the past five years and to MP Rajen Prasad and retired MP Ashraf
Choudhary for their support.
Manawatu Multicultural Centre is a home away from home for newcomers. We are
here to help you settle well and provide information and resources to all ethnic
communities. Please visit the Centre at 77 - 85 King Street, Palmerston North at
your convenience. Our website at www.mmcnz.org.nz carries lots of information
on what is available for you in Manawatu.
With best wishes
Nirmala

World on Stage
The Third World on Stage will
be at the Regent on Broadway starting at 6.30pm on
Saturday 19th July.
We look forward to seeing another presentation of ethnic
dances so welcome our Member Groups to take part. You
have received Registration
Forms and these are to be returned to the Multicultural
Centre as soon as possible.
On Saturday 10th May there
was a meeting at the Centre
at 4pm of Group Leaders for
two purposes.
1.

To meet with the Director, Pat Snoxell who gave
advice on the overall
protocol on how to present their items. It also provided opportunities for the
group leaders to ask questions about the performance

2.

Further, it was a chance to get to know about the Multicultural Centre and all
the programmes that take place there.

We look forward to receiving more registrations by our member groups.
Anne Odogwu, Council Executive member
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Visit to the Parliament 2014
If you find yourself in Wellington, be sure to set aside some time to spend at Parliament. It’s an easy walk up Molesworth Street from anywhere in the downtown area,
and I doubt you’ll regret it. A visit to the Parliament is not just to discover the buildings and heritage, but also to see what happens when the House sits, and to learn
about New Zealand's democratic processes. MMC organized a tour to the Parliament
of New Zealand on the 7th May to create opportunities for our various cultural
groups to learn about:






New Zealand’s system of government, parliamentary processes and to view
proceedings in the debating chamber.
Hear about the everyday life and activities of Parliament, with stories from the
past and present.
Discover some of the artworks displayed in the parliamentary precinct that celebrate New Zealand’s
rich cultural heritage.
Find out about the history, architecture, refurbishment, and restoration of Parliament
Buildings.

A bus load of 42 members
of various MMC cultural
groups took this trip with
much excitement and expectation. The trip participants kept themselves entertained in the bus by in- Monnie Hansen at 98 braving her way through the Parliament and enjoying the trip along
with the MMC group
teracting with one another
and singing along the way. We reached in good time so avoided long queues at the
security clearance. The guide who escorted us explained interesting features of New
Zealand parliamentary system. Although interesting, but a little confusing for our
ethnic groups to understand that the Queen of England , the Sovereign in right of
New Zealand, is the Head of State of New Zealand and that the Governor-General
appointed by her is her representative and that each can, in general, exercise all the
powers of the other.
For me, I personally liked the architecture of the parliament buildings. The Edwardian Neoclassical building was opened to use during King George V’s reign which
offered a great spot for taking pictures. Our group members, of course, didn’t miss
the opportunity to fervently click their camera shutters all around the buildings. The
floor and the walls were decorated with marble, granite, and timber. The Debating
wooden Chamber appeared much smaller than what it looks when it is projected on
TV, however; it could hold up to 121 members of Parliament.
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Maui Tikitiki a Taranga, the Māori Affairs Committee
Room in the Parliament House was done up very
tastefully. People wished they could take pictures
posing from inside the room.
The high spot of the day was to witness the debating sessions. Most of our members were quite taken
aback to see the horse shoe shaped debating chamber come alive with John Key,
the Prime Minister and the leader of the opposition engaging at times mocking on
issues. One got a sense of the power plays
going on while the minister was answering
the questions, or passing secret notes via attendants. The whispering and pointing or
sneering was to fun to watch. We observed
the strange guffaws that shook a whole party
as one.

Lifting the tone of debates on points of
order were things our group members
did not expect to experience. Hence we
observed the proceedings with zapped
attention.
In the end we enjoyed the hospitality of
Phil Goff who hosted us for tea. His prolific engagement with our crowd was
greatly appreciated as he communicated
rather eloquently his experience and
knowledge about his involvement with
ethnic affairs ministry. Our groups interacted with him on a variety of issues
and he responded
patiently to all
their queries.
In short, we felt
really pleased with the trip. It was a truly multi-cultural trip as
Jenny, James and Olinto from Fiji, Italy and Colombia commented, that they had made friends with people from Cambodia, China, Taiwan, Bhutan, Korea, Mongolia, Vietnam, Thailand, Hungary, Pakistan, Congo, Scandinavia, India and South
America. Very nice, indeed!!!!!
Shantona Poduval, MMC Centre Coordinator.
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Women’s Group—Dumplings Making
On Wednesday the 7th of May, the Women’s Group enjoyed learning how to make
Jiaozi—Dumplings with the help of Hua Ma, Ying Zhang and their friend as interpreter. They also shared the following recipe for you to try at home. You will not be
disappointed!!!

Ingredients:
4 cups of flour, 1/12 cup water, 0.5 kg minced meat (preferably pork, lamb, fish…)
0.5 kg vegetables (celery, cabbage, zucchini, onions…) cut into small diced pieces.
Seasoning:
Salt, soy sauce, sesame oil, chicken essence, cooking wine. Some green onions
(spring onions) and ginger cut into small diced pieces.
Method.
Step 1: Make the dough
Stir flour and water by hand to form a dough, put it in a bowl to rise
Step 2: Make the fillings
Add the seasoning into minced meat, stir, and add diced vegetables and mix
Step 3: Make Dumplings
Cut the dough into small pieces, roll each small piece of dough flat with a rolling
pin, Pick up the fillings and put it in the centre of the small dough (wrapper)
Fold and pinch the wrapper to seal the dumplings.
Step 4: Cook the dumplings
Place a wok on the stove and fill it with water. When the water is boiling, add the
dumplings and leave it until the water is boiling again. Add in some more water until it boils. Repeat this twice again, turn off the heat.
Step 5: Serve the dumplings
Scoop out the boiled dumplings, put it in a dish to cool and serve. Bonne appetit!!!!
Gè bǎo !!!!
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Anne Odogwu, MMC Executive Council
I've been involved with the MMC since it was in the Rangitane Pavilion opposite the
City Council building.
In that time I've been involved with helping organise dinners, World on Stage and
Rainbow Praise. I've served as Vice-President for 4 years and am on the Executive
Council.
I've found it very interesting being involved with the MMC and think it's great that it
helps migrants and refugees improve their language. Also, the pot luck dinners for
new arrivals where they can meet with the those who have lived in Palmerston
North for a longer time.
It's great that there are sessions for the women and the playgroup serves two purposes — giving the women the opportunity to improve their language whilst the
children play together under the supervision of a person with pre-school knowledge.
Anne Odogwu

Sewing & Alteration Class
Come and join us at the Multicultural Centre every Friday
afternoon from 1 – 3pm
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SCANDINAVIAN CLUB OF MANAWATU INC.
Our Club was formed to remind us of the culture of our forbears who came to New
Zealand in the 1870s-1890s. Our Club was formed in 1979 and we have socials and
information sessions on topics of interest to
Scandinavians, especially of Norwegian origin, will be celebrating the 200th anniversary of the Norwegian Constitution in Palmerston North at Caccia Birch on 17th May
and in Norsewood on Sunday 18th May. If you are interested in joining us at Caccia
Birch on Te Awe Awe Street please contact Anne Odogwu at 356 2476 or 021 456
490.
The Norwegian Constitution was drafted in 1814 when Norway left the 500-year union with Denmark. It was influenced by British political traditions, the United States
constitution and by French revolutionary ideas. Amendments can be made by a twothirds majority in the Storting (Parliament). The Storting cannot be dissolved during
its 4-year term of office. If a majority in the Storting votes against an important
Cabinet issue, the minister responsible or even the whole cabinet resigns. Norway
became independent in 1905 when its union with Sweden was dissolved.
On the 4th April I and 2 other members of our Club flew down to Stewart Island to
commemorate the 90th anniversary of the Norwegians setting up a whaling station there
from 1924-1936.
This base
was used for work on the whaling ships and no whales ever
came to this base as the oil
was shipped to Norway by the
'mother' factory ship.
It was very interesting to be on
Stewart Island for 3 days as
it's like seeing New Zealand in
the very early days as only 460
people live permanently on the
island. The school has 25 puAnne Odogwu with Monnie Hansen on Stewart Island
pils of primary and intermediate
age and they put on an excellent programme for us as well as projects about the
Norwegian settlement. Everything has to brought to the Island so it would be rather
expensive living there.
The Maori name for Stewart Island is Rakiura - Island of the glowing skies. The Aurora Australis can be seen from there and the sunrises are really amazing. Rakiura
is the anchor of Maui's canoe (South Island) and Maui fished up the North Island.
Anne Odogwu
Scandinavian Club of Manawatu President
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Meet Nimul MMC’s newest volunteer.
Hi, I'm Nimul Chheang, I am a young Asian woman
from Cambodia. I spent many years in the United
States studying for my degrees. It was quite challenging, but it was also a great experience. My life
has changed a lot since then. I must admit that it
wasn’t easy to settle down in a new country that is
completely different from your own, for example;
language, lifestyle, education, culture and tradition.
However, the words "give up” in spite of the difficulties I faced never existed in my vocabulary. I
adapted to the new environment by attending college and by volunteering in the community. Both
proved to be rewarding and helped to minimize my
homesickness. I built relationships with many people and those people became friends and they
helped me to become better acclimated to and to
cope with and thrive in my new temporary home.
Shortly after I finished the university I went back
home to Cambodia and received more remarkable
working experiences with IDP. I was a New Zealand
Scholarship Project Officer and Public Relation. I
was a direct point of contact for the New Zealand
Embassy based in Bangkok for all of the visa and
scholarship application processes. That is by far my favorite job. I had a chance to
be exposed to and work with high ranking individuals such as the New Zealand Governor General; I was his interpreter during his visit to Cambodia to the New Zealand
Alumni Function. I was also privileged to meet the New Zealand Ambassador, the
Pro vice chancellor from Victoria University of Wellington and many more influential
persons. I cannot put into words how much this career means to me.
Since then I have gotten married to a wonderful pharmacist here in New Zealand
and there is no doubt that the foundation of my marriage is being laid in a beautiful
country in which I now deem a destination of love. Having had the experience of attending college in the states has prepared me for my life here. I can now adapt with
ease and conquer anything placed before me. I now pursue life and its experiences
instead of waiting for it to pursue me. I dictate my course and I choose MMC as a
starting point. Life is good when you are with good people, but it’s even better when
you join hands and hearts, and make the commitment to be on one accord. When
this is done one can make any necessary improvements needed to be successful in
life and if they permit it they will become better along the way.
Thanks Nimul for joining the MMC. Your relevant experience with multicultural communities and your range of involvement to serve the Cambodian community back
home is truly commendable. A warm welcome to you!!! —Shantona Poduval
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Nutritious Dhal & Vegetable Soup
This soup is high protein, low fat, low carbohydrate, moderate in vitamins and minerals and high in fiber. A very healthy and nutritious dish for the entire family including children and sick people. Easily digested and tasty. Can serve a family of 45 adults. ( Nirmala Nand)

Ingredients:
1 cup whole mung, chick peas and red lentil mix ( washed and drained)
1 tsp turmeric powder,1 onion sliced,2-4 cloves garlic ( crushed)
½ tsp chilli powder or sliced green chillies (optional) , 1 cup chopped tomatoes
1 tbsp lemon juice, 1 cup carrot, capsicum and peas, 1 ½ cup coconut milk
(optional). 1 tsp salt (to taste), ½ fresh ground pepper, 2 tbsp olive oil or ghee
2 tsp cumin, mustard and fenugreek
Method











In a large saucepan, heat olive oil or
ghee, add cumin, mustard, fenugreek, then garlic and onions. Sauté
for 2-3 minutes
Add turmeric, chillies and tomatoes.
Add lentil mix and fry for a few
minutes. Add chopped vegetables
and fry for 1-2 minutes
Add 4-5 cups of hot water, bring to
boil. Reduce heat to low and simmer
for 1 hour or cook in a pressure cooker for 4 minutes.
When dhal is soft add coconut milk, ground pepper, lemon juice and dhania
leaves and simmer for 2-3 minutes more.
Serve hot either as a wholesome soup on its own or accompanied with boiled
rice, roti, or naan.
The Influenza Injection is not a live vaccine so you cannot get the ‘Flu after you
have had it.



The injection is free to adults over the age of 65
years, pregnant women and some people and
children with certain illnesses( So check with the
Doctor’s practice nurse.)



If you have Medical Insurance you may be able to claim for

DO NOT FORGET TO GET
YOUR FLU SHOT

the

injection, so check with your Insurance Company.


You do not need to make an appointment with your Doctor only the Practice Nurse.



Every year the make up of the injection changes, so that it is advisable to have one every year.
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Manawatu Multicultural Centre
▪

Practice your English

▪

Make new friends

▪

Share information

▪

Learn about New Zealand and other cultures

▪

Use your interpersonal skills

Opening Hours:
Monday-Friday 9.30am-4pm

Advanced English Group
Monday to Thursday 1– 3pm

Beginners Group
Tuesday & Friday 10am - 12.00pm

Art & Craft Group
Friday 1-3pm
Centre shared lunch:
Friday 12-1pm
Multicultural Playgroup
Every Monday from 10am to 12noon
Te Manawa Museum—326 Main Street
Multicultural Women ’s Group
1st Wednesday of the Month from 1-3pm

Newcomers Coffee Morning
3rd Wednesday of the Month 10-12noon

Newcomers Potluck Dinner
Last Friday of the Month from 6pm

